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Abstract 
Online socializing technologies have given rise to new social behaviors. We focus on the 
effect of reiteration tool (tools that enable us to redistribute a copy of content that others 
have posted) on users’ online persona building. Specifically, we study retweeting 
behavior on Twitter and ask: (1) Do users expand the breadth of topics they discuss? (2) 
Do users change the distribution of the topics they discuss? (3) Does the behaviors of 
experts differ from those of non-experts? 
We use data about 2,435 non-expert users, and 415 expert users and the users whom 
they follow and use LDA topic modeling to derive the topics in both self-tweets and re-
tweets. We find that users rarely add new topics when retweeting and they do not alter 
significantly the distribution of topics. Also, this tendency is stronger among expert 
users, indicating that they rely more on their own words for impression management.  
Keywords: Social media, Economics of information systems, Social technology 
Introduction 
Online social networking technologies have changed our social interactions in many important ways. In 
particular, these technologies have given rise to new social behaviors, with the like on Facebook being a 
prominent example. In this work, we examine how online platform users employ social networking tools 
to present themselves and shape their online presence. We focus on a specific type of social behavior that 
has emerged as a result of new social technologies: the ability to reiterate a friend’s activity, that is, to 
redistribute an exact copy of content that he or she has posted online (e.g., words, videos, or pictures). In 
effect, reiteration tools such as the “Retweet” function on Twitter and the “Share” functions on Facebook 
and Google+ enable the user to leverage someone else’s self-expression to enhance his or her own image 
as reflected by the online platform. While one can attempt to remember a comment or a joke and repeat it 
to one’s friends offline, distributing a copy of the original message is effortless, and without loss of the 
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message original’s integrity. Indeed, according to Forbes.com as of January 2014, 25-30% of all Twitter 
activities were retweets, and this frequent use of the tool attests to its popular appeal1. 
While the technology by which individuals shape their online presence is new, the question of how 
individuals present themselves in different social contexts has been studied for decades. Interest in the 
concept of self-presentation can be traced to Erving Goffman’s (1959) seminal work titled The 
Presentation of Self in Everyday Life. Self-presentation, or impression management, is defined as “the 
process by which individuals attempt to control the impressions others form of them” in social situations 
(Leary and Kowalski 1990). When engaging in impression management, individuals take into account 
“both the target audience and the context of the social interaction,” and the process involves “making 
choices about what information” to divulge (Toma et al. 2008). In the marketing literature, impression 
management is often referred to as “personal branding” (Labrecque et al. 2011). 
Since many of our social interactions and events take place online, it is important to understand how 
impressions are formed and managed in this environment, in which individuals have “the ability to create 
images of themselves for social purposes without being constrained by time or space” (Rosenberg et al. 
2011). Indeed, many studies have shown that individuals are conscious of how they present themselves 
online and engage in strategic behavior when doing so (Rosenberg et al. 2011; Labrecque et al. 2011; 
Counts and Stecher 2009; Brivio and Ibarra 2009; Toma et al. 2008). Rosenberg et al. (2011) have 
claimed that Facebook users adopt different self-presentation tactics, depending on their personality 
traits. For instance, they suggest that “Facebook users who have a strong desire to be liked by others… 
[are] likely to use role-modeling tactics”. In the context of online dating, Toma et al. (2008) have shown 
that individuals lie about height and weight in a strategic and intentional manner. 
The capacity to engage in impression management online is enhanced by the availability of technology 
enabled tools, enabling more complex and richer opportunities for impression management. Image 
manipulation, the ability to publicize one’s relationship status, the “like” on Facebook, and the retweet on 
Twitter are only a few of such popular features introduced into our social lives by online social networks. 
These tools also allow individuals to manage their impressions in new ways and offer individuals a rich set 
of means by which to shape the image they wish to project. 
In this work we focus on the role that reiteration tools play in the process of impression management, 
specifically in the context of the Twitter social network. The distinguishing property of the reiteration tool 
is that it enables users to complement their own, self-produced content—their so-called self-produced 
persona—with content created by others. In other words, this tool allows the user to take content 
reflecting the personality and interests of others and make it her own. If we assume that the topics 
discussed by a user in her self-produced tweets (referred to herein as “self-tweets”) are a proxy for the 
spectrum of topics that the user is able to self-produce, then when the user augments her own content by 
retweeting content produced by others—thereby creating her so-called full persona—she is faced with a 
choice: On the one hand, the user may use the reiteration tool to increase the number of topics about 
which she converses (i.e., the breadth of her online persona), so as to produce a full persona that is more 
diverse than the persona reflected in her self-tweets. On the other hand, she might use this tool to add 
content relating to topics she already addresses, thereby increasing the depth of her online persona. 
Herein, we seek to empirically explore the choices that Twitter users tend to make when retweeting 
content. 
Prior research suggests that either type of behavior may be plausible. Specifically, some recent work 
suggests that users seek to create a rich online persona by providing varied and diverse content, a capacity 
that is enhanced by the ease of disseminating the words of others. For example, Shi et al. (2014) show that 
users are more likely to retweet tweets originating from weak ties, because they may carry newer 
information compared with tweets produced by stronger ties. They explain this behavior on the basis of 
the proposition that reputation-enhancement is a motivation for retweeting activities, and that the novelty 
of information is key to users’ valuation. Peng et al. (2014) find similar evidence in the context of 
Digg.com. In our context, this may mean that individuals may assume the words of others in an attempt 
to enhance their voice by delivering content on new topics they do not produce content on themselves. 
                                                             
1 See http://www.forbes.com/sites/jaymcgregor/2014/03/31/retweets-are-up-replies-are-down-how-twitter-has-evolved-in-the-last-seven-
years/#4f9d34ab7b62.  
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On the other hand, marketing literature on personal branding suggests that although the digital age 
fosters the freedom to explore multiple personas, it is advantageous that one’s “personal branding 
message be clear and consistent, creating an air of authenticity”. According to this literature, in both 
traditional (Holt 2004) and personal branding (Kaputa 2005), authenticity enhances message receptivity 
(Labrecque et al., 2011). Moreover, it has been suggested that while it might be technically easy to create 
multiple personas in the online world, the public nature of the information in networks such as Twitter 
and Facebook makes it increasingly difficult and costly to successfully manage multiple online personas 
(Labrecque et al. 2011; Back et al. 2010). In our context, this may mean that users are more likely to use 
the reiterating tool to enhance their self-produced persona by retweeting additional content about topics 
they produce content on themselves. Such behavior may serve to enrich the user’s persona while also 
keeping it focused and consistent. 
To examine how users utilize the retweet function when engaging in impression management on Twitter, 
we investigate three research questions. Our first research question asks: Do users utilize retweets on 
Twitter to expand the breadth of topics they broadcast about, by adding topics not discussed in their self-
tweets, or do they use it to enhance the depth of their self-produced persona, adding further content 
relating to the topics they already discuss in their self-tweets? 
Even without expanding the breadth of topics in his repertoire, a user may enrich his persona by shifting 
the focus of his discussion, namely, by increasing the volume of the content he broadcasts in some topics 
more than in other topics. In light of this proposition, we also study the role of retweets in the distribution 
of topics the user addresses. In particular, our second research question asks: Do users utilize the 
retweet option to change the distribution of the topics they discuss in their self-tweets? Specifically, are 
the topics most frequently discussed by the user’s self-produced persona (i.e., the topics addressed in his 
self-tweets) remain the same topics that are most frequently discussed by the user’s full persona, 
comprising his self-tweets augmented by his retweets? 
The behaviors we discussed above may differ across different types of users. Hence, our third research 
question focuses on users' heterogeneity by asking whether the behaviors we analyze differ between 
expert users (specifically, bloggers on prominent blogging sites, who are likely to engage extensively and 
purposefully in online impression management) and other, non-expert users. 
We analyzed data taken from Twitter over a period of 3 weeks in 2015, with regard to 2,435 non-expert 
core users (defined as users who tweet regularly and are likely to use the platform for personal rather than 
professional purposes) and the users whom they followed. For each user, we compiled the user’s self-
tweets, as well as his or her retweets. We applied Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic modeling (Blei et 
al. 2003) to derive the topics that users discussed in their self-produced personas (self-tweets) and in 
their full personas (self-tweets and retweets combined). This enabled us to capture at the individual user 
level both the variety of topics being discussed and the relative volume of discussion corresponding to 
each persona. 
Given that users do not randomly choose the people whom they follow, and given that the topics that the 
Twitter population discusses are not randomly and evenly distributed, we must account for the possibility 
that the scope of topics to which users are exposed, and thus the topics that are available for them to 
retweet, might be biased. One potential source of such bias is the well-documented homophily 
phenomenon, indicating that users are likely to follow others who are similar to themselves, and who 
tweet about topics that they themselves discuss. To address this issue, for each individual, we constructed 
a potential full persona (also referred to as a random full persona): a persona constructed on the basis of 
the user's self-tweets, combined with a set of retweets that are randomly drawn from the user’s incoming 
tweets; the number of retweets in the latter set is equal to the number of retweets that the user actually 
broadcasted. 
Analysis of this data set suggests that users rarely add new topics to their profile when retweeting; 
instead, they enrich their persona by deepening the discussion of topics that they address in their self-
tweets. Furthermore, we find that a user's retweets do remarkably little to alter the distribution of topics 
she discusses in her self-tweets. 
Finally, we repeat our analysis and compare the behavior of non-expert core users’ to that of more 
experienced users in the domain—expert core users (bloggers on prominent blogging sites, as noted 
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above). We find that both non-expert and expert users tend to add few new topics via retweets, and that 
this tendency is stronger among expert users. Specifically, on average, experts retweet less often and add 
fewer topics per tweet, indicating that they rely more on their own words when engaging in impression 
management.  
A detailed literature review is available upon request. 
Data Collections and Language Processing 
For the purpose of this study we collected publically available data from Twitter. We selected Twitter 
because of its' wide popularity, the public availability of data, and the inherent emphasis on retweeting 
behavior. IS researchers have been increasingly emphasizing the importance of studying Twitter data. For 
example, Mousavi and Gu (2014), show that Twitter activity influences politicians' law-making decisions; 
Oh et al. (2013), study citizen-driven information-processing through Twitter services during social crises; 
and Hill et al. (2013), focus on the use of the Twitter network for brand and TV audience predictions. 
Most relevant to our context is the work of Shi et al. (2014), who show that users are more likely to 
retweet tweets originating from weaker ties, because they may carry newer information, which may be 
perceived by followers as more valuable and thus may better serve to enhance users’ reputation. 
In this section, we first describe the data collection process, and then outline the language processing 
procedure used to isolate the topics that users discussed. 
Data Collection 
We collected a snapshot of 2435 non-expert twitter users, hereinafter referred to as non-expert core users 
(or NE-core users) and the users whom they follow, hereinafter referred to as followings, by querying 
twitter’s REST API2. For each user we collected the user timeline, including up to the 3200 of the user’s 
most recent self-tweets and re-tweets3. 
We selected the NE-core users according to the following three-step process, using Twitter’s streaming 
API4: First, we deployed a listener to collect roughly 2 million tweets produced by US users5 during a 24-
hour window in December 2014. Second, we randomly drew a sample of 20,000 tweets that originated 
from 17,794 unique authors. Finally, of these potential NE-core users, we randomly selected 3,000 users, 
after excluding inactive users6 and users with exceptionally high or low (top or bottom 15%7) number of 
followers or followings. This was done in an effort to eliminate users who use Twitter in a limited capacity 
or as a promotional platform. We subsequently eliminated 565 additional users from the set of NE-core 
users, due to changes in their privacy settings during the data collection window, or due to an insufficient 
number of English tweets in their profiles. 
Then, during a 3-week window in September 2015, we used Twitter’s REST API to collect information 
about those 2,435 NE-core users and each of their followings (over 1 million users in total). Specifically, 
for each NE-core user, we collected the user timeline—the tweets and retweets posted by the user—as well 
as the user’s number of followings and number of followers. Note that Twitter’s REST API provides the 
user timeline but not the home timeline—the set of tweets displayed for the user to view. Therefore, in 
order to reconstruct each NE-core user’s home timeline (that is, to know which tweets a NE-core user was 
able to view), we collected the NE-core user’s own timeline as well as the timelines of each of her 
followings. We reconstruct the home timeline of a user by merging all the tweets posted by the core user’s 
followings into one timeline, sorting the tweets by creation date and removing duplicates. Consequently, 
our data set included not only the self-tweets and retweets of each NE-core user, but also the tweets that 
                                                             
2 See https://dev.twitter.com/rest/public 
3 We note that the 3200 limitation is imposed by the Twitter REST API. We traced Tweets up to 6 month old, stopping once we reach the 3200 limit. As 
a result, for some of the less active users or newer twitter users there may be fewer than 3200 Tweets. 
4 See https://dev.twitter.com/streaming/overview 
5 This is based on the user’s self-reported location. 
6 We define a user as inactive if his user timeline meets one of the followings criteria: It has (1) fewer than 200 self-tweets (2) fewer than 200 re-tweets 
(3) fewer than 15 retweets or fewer than 15 self-tweets in each of the three months prior to the date of collection (This criterion was not used for users 
who had more than 2800 tweets in total). 
7 Determining the distribution of number of followings and followers on twitter was done using a random sample of 39,162 users. The 15th and 85th 
percentiles used to identify users with “exceptionally high or low number of followings or followers” were taken from this distribution.   
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each NE-core user received but did not retweet. Additionally we collected each following’s number of 
followings and followers. 
In addition to collecting these data, we constructed a second data set (consisting of the same type of data) 
for 415 expert Twitter users, hereinafter referred to as expert core users (or E-core users). These data 
were collected during a 10-day window in October 2015. The process of selecting E-core users was 
motivated by the assumption that bloggers on prominent blog sites, who also have Twitter accounts, are 
likely to be so-called "expert" Twitter user. Therefore, we first chose 12 blogging websites. Second, we 
manually identified lists from the websites' Twitter pages that contained the twitter accounts of the 
bloggers. For example Huffington Post’s Twitter account created many lists, among them a “Tech-politics 
bloggers” list. The full list of blogs names and the description of the lists was removed due to space 
limitations and is available upon request. 
Using Twitter’s REST API, we then collected the user profiles of the members listed in each of the lists we 
identified. Among these users, we selected only those who met the following two conditions: 1) the user’s 
Twitter profile description contained at least one of the following words: write, report, blog, journal, 
editor, column, correspondent or tweets; assuming those words indicate being an actual expert bloggers. 
2) the number of followers (users who follow them) was larger than 1000. This process resulted in the 
selection of 530 E-core users. 
For each E-core user, we collected the same data collected for NE-core users, namely, the user’s user 
timeline, the user’s followings' user timelines, the number of followings, and the number of followers (of 
both the E-core users and their followings). As with the NE-core users, some E-core users were filtered 
out in the data collection process due to privacy settings or due to an insufficient number of English 
tweets in their profiles. Our final data set comprised 415 E-core users. See Table 1 for descriptive statistics 
of our data. 
Table 1. Descriptive statistics 
 Followings 
count 
(Mean) 
(Median) 
Followers 
count 
(Mean) 
(Median) 
Followings of 
Followings count 
(Mean) 
(Median) 
Followers of 
Followings count 
(Mean) 
(Median) 
Self-tweet 
count  
(Mean) 
(Median) 
Retweet 
count  
(Mean) 
(Median) 
Non-expert 
core users 
518 
465 
663 
593 
2167 
414 
19497 
556 
437.13 
358 
419.52 
316 
Expert core 
users 
1419 
1129 
40070 
5232 
2951 
689 
45110 
1771 
585.12 
436 
304.43 
173 
Table 1. 
Language Processing 
Our empirical analysis builds on an examination of the number of topics talked about and the topic 
distributions in users’ self-produced persona, full persona, and random full persona. In this section we 
discuss the language processing performed on our collected data. Full details on the formal 
operationalization of each type of persona are provided in the Empirical Methodology section below. 
We used LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) topic modeling (Blei et al. 2003) to derive topics arising from 
users’ sets of tweets. Rather than propose a set of topics to use in the analysis of tweets and user personas, 
LDA learns topics from a data corpus. That is, the only input (except the documents) is the number of 
topics to be learned. Specifically, LDA topic modeling models each text document in a corpus as a mixture 
of an underlying set of topics. Given a corpus of text documents, LDA infers both the topics exhibited in 
the corpus as well as the distribution (mixture) of topics in each document. The topics exhibited in the 
corpus are represented as a multinomial distribution over words in the corpus. In this paper we use an 
implementation of topic modeling by Andrew McCallum’s Mallet software8. 
                                                             
8 http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/ 
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Before running the LDA on the texts of the tweets, we applied the Porter stemmer and removed content 
that did not carry meaning, including stop words, URLs, Twitter-style URLs (URLs that begin with 
“http://t.co/"), words composed of only digits, non-alphanumeric characters, single characters, and non-
Latin characters. Further, we excluded tweets that contained fewer than three words. 
Prior work on topic modeling for microblogs (e.g., Mehrotra et al. 2013) has established that the inherent 
short length of tweets undermines LDA learning of coherent topics, and that grouping of tweets (such as 
by user) prior to applying LDA facilitates topic learning. Because we study the relationship between self-
tweeting and retweeting for an individual user, we group tweets by author and by type (self-tweet versus 
retweet). Therefore, for each core user, either an expert or non-expert, we created the following text 
documents: 
• SelfTweetu – containing the texts of all user u’s self-tweets that were written in English9. 
• ReTweetu – containing the texts of all user u’s retweets that were written in English. 
After creating the SelfTweet  and ReTweet documents, we filtered out core users for whom either of the 
documents was smaller than 1000 bytes. This was done to facilitate a feasible run of the LDA. 
For each user, we also created a document to serve as a baseline, against which the user’s retweeting 
behavior could be compared. As discussed above, the purpose of the baseline is to control for bias in the 
content of the tweets to which users are exposed. Thus, each baseline document is user-specific and 
includes only tweets the user has received, that is, tweets that were generated by Twitter users that the 
core user is following. 
The goal of this user specific baseline is to enable us to control for the network homophily in our analysis. 
Accordingly, for each user we constructed the following additional document: 
• RandomReTweetu – containing a random sample of tweets drawn from user u’s followings. These 
tweets are assumed to be representative of the tweets user u could have potentially re-tweeted had 
she re-tweeted randomly from the tweets of her followings. The number of tweets included in this 
document matches the number of tweets in user u’s ReTweetu document. 
This process resulted in 7,305 documents for the 2,435 NE-core users, and 1,245 documents for the 415 E-
core users. 
We then performed two separate LDA runs (with 20 topics each run) – one on all the documents of the 
NE-core users (7,305 documents) and one on all the documents the E-core users (1,245 documents). For 
robustness purposes, we performed several addition analyses: a) we reconstructed the main analysis of 
the paper using a 50-topic LDA run. Results of the 50-topics LDA run are reported in appendix A. Results 
were significant and similar in direction to those obtained in the main analysis (i.e. the analysis presented 
in the remainder of the paper which uses the 20-topic LDA run). b) We performed a  third LDA run on a 
combined data set of expert and non-expert core users. The results of this analysis were in the same 
directions as those conducted separately on each group.10. 
Each LDA run produces a set of topics and a topic distribution vector for each of the documents, where 
each element in a given vector captures the portion of the content in the corresponding document 
attributed to a specific topic. It should be noted that for each LDA run the topic distribution vectors 
attributed to each user’s self-tweet, retweet and random retweet documents  refer to the same set of 
topics. We labeled the vectors produced by the LDA as follows: 
• SelfTweet_vectoru –topic distribution of user u’s SelfTweetu document. 
• ReTweet_vectoru - topic distribution of user u’s ReTweetu document. 
• RandomReTweet_vectoru - topic distribution of user u’s RandomReTweetu document. 
                                                             
9 To identify English-language tweets, we rely on Twitter’s own assignment of tweets to languages and filter out any tweet marked by the platform as 
non-English.  
10 Our analysis in this paper is conducted on the results of LDA runs on textual data from two sets of users: NE-core users and E-core users. For 
robustness purposes we repeated the data processing, language processing and main analyses conducted in RQ1 and RQ2 on a combined set of NE-core 
users and E-core users that consists of the 415 E-core users and 415 NE-core users who were chosen from the pool of 2,435 NE-core users. Results of 
RQ1 and RQ2 analyses conducted on this combined group of users are in the same direction as the results of the analysis conducted separately on each 
data set. 
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Because tweets are of similar length, these vectors can also be interpreted as an estimation of the 
percentage of tweets in the document that correspond to each topic. Given that we are interested in 
capturing and comparing the number of topics discussed by users, it is useful to convert the topic 
probability distributions into tweet counts per topic. Specifically, an estimate of the number of tweets in 
which a given topic is discussed by a user can be captured by the product of the frequency of the topic 
within the core user’s tweets and the number of tweets by that user. We therefore constructed and 
computed the following vectors: 
• SelfTweetCount_vectoru is the SelfTweet_vectoru times the number of self-tweets posted by user 
u11. 
• ReTweetCount_vectoru is the ReTweet_vectoru times the number of retweets posted by user u. 
• RandomReTweetCount_vectoru is the RandomReTweet_vectoru times the number of retweets 
posted by user u. 
Empirical Methodology and Results 
In this section we describe our empirical methodology and findings with regard to our three research 
questions. Each sub-section will concentrate on one research question: First, we discuss whether NE-core 
users employ the retweet tool to add breadth or depth to their self-produced personas (RQ1). We then 
move on to examine how retweeting affects the distribution of topics these individuals discuss on Twitter 
(RQ2). We conclude by comparing the behavior of NE-core users and E-core users (RQ3). 
RQ1 - How do Users Utilize Re-tweets? Do They Focus on Breadth or Depth? 
In this section we present our analysis for RQ1, studying whether NE-core users utilize their retweets to 
add breadth or depth to their online personas. 
We sought to analyze how each user’s full online persona (i.e., his tweets and retweets combined) 
compared with his self-produced persona (i.e., his self-tweets). However, as discussed above, the 
distribution of topics to which users are exposed may be biased (e.g., because of homophily). To address 
this issue, we compared each user’s full persona to his or her random full persona, which provides a proxy 
for the potential topics a user could have discussed, had he generated the same number of retweets but 
chosen them randomly from his incoming tweets. We note that the potential full persona uses a random 
set of potential retweets and hence does not represent the maximum potential number of topics per that 
user. Hence, when making a retweeting decision, the user can choose to add more or less topics by 
selecting those from his followings. Finally, we also note that if users were randomly following other 
users, we could have replaced the retweets with a random set of tweets from the entire Twittersphere (see 
Appendix B for our analysis of the level of homophily in the network). 
Altogether, we compared the following persona representations for each user u: 
• User u's self-produced persona, expressed via the user's self-tweets. This persona is represented 
by the SelfTweetCount_vectoru. 
• User u's full (observed) persona, expressed via the user's self-tweets and retweets combined. This 
persona is represented by the vector sum of SelfTweetCount_vectoru and ReTweetCount_vectoru 
(denoted FullObservedPersonaCount_vectoru). 
• User u's random full persona, a baseline that reflects the user's hypothetical Twitter activity if the 
user were to retweet tweets drawn at random from his followings. This persona is represented by 
the vector sum of SelfTweetCount_vectoru and RandomReTweetCount_vectoru (denoted 
RandomFullPersonaCount_vectoru). 
To examine the level to which users use the retweeting tool to broaden their persona, we assessed the 
average number of “new” topics included in the user’s full observed persona that are not included in the 
user’s self-produced persona, and compared it to the average number of topics included in a user’s 
random full persona that are not included in the user’s self-produced persona. For the purposes of this 
comparison, we considered a topic to be meaningfully discussed by a user (i.e., eligible to be included 
                                                             
11 Recall that when creating the user tweet documents, we filtered out tweets that were not in English and tweets with fewer than three words. We count 
the number of tweets corresponding to each user after this filtering and not before.  
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in her persona) if the number of tweets discussing the topic exceeded a certain threshold Th. In the results 
reported below, we consider different threshold values of 1, 2, 5 and 10. 
Table 2 presents the average number of topics (for different values of the threshold Th) included in the 
user’s full observed  persona that are not included in the user’s self-produced persona (Row A) and the 
average number of topics included in a user’s random full persona that are not included in the user’s self-
produced persona (Row B). Significance was evaluated via a Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Row C). For 
comparison, Rows D-H specify the average number of topics discussed in the users’ self-produced persona 
(D), retweets (E), full persona (F), random retweets (G) and random full persona (H). 
Table 2 shows that, on average, users discuss 5.59 to 8.42 topics in their self-produced tweets and 5.6 to 
8.99 topics in their retweets, adding only 1.8 to 2 new topics when building their full persona using the 
retweeting tool. That is, the topics in the retweets and self-tweets frequently overlap. Moreover, we find 
that drawing retweets from one’s followings indiscriminately (thus creating the random full persona) 
yields a significantly higher number of new topics that do not overlap with the topics discussed in the self-
produced persona (between 3.25 and 4.7 topics on average). 
Furthermore, we looked at the percentage of retweets (random retweets) that corresponded to the newly 
added topics in the full persona (random full persona), and we find that, on average (for the four different 
thresholds), this percentage moves between 7.53% and 15.83% (15.78% and 24.09%). This shows that 
most retweets contribute to topics already being discussed in the self-produced persona. 
Taken together, these results provide evidence that, when using retweets to enrich their online personas, 
users tend to choose to deepen the topics they self-produce rather than expand the breadth of topics. 
Notably, comparison of the full observed persona to the benchmark of the random full persona suggests 
that this tendency reflects a choice made by users rather than limited availability of topics to retweet 
about. These observations support the personal branding theories that suggest that, when branding 
themselves, individuals wish and try to be consistent, as a means of conveying authenticity. 
Table 2. Mean Number of New Topics in the Full Observed Persona (that Were not in the 
Self-produced Persona) versus Mean Number of New Topics in the Random Full Persona 
 Threshold 
Th= 1 tweet Th = 2 tweets Th = 5 tweets Th = 10 tweets 
A Mean (SD) number of topics added 
in the full observed persona. 
2.0 
(1.38) 
1.96 
(1.36) 
1.87 
(1.4) 
1.81 
(1.43) 
B Mean (SD) number of topics 
added in the random full persona 
4.7 
(2.04) 
4.52 
(2.14) 
3.84 
(2.19) 
3.25 
(2.13) 
C Wilcoxon signed-rank test on A 
and B 
Z =-41.27, 
p<0.00 
Z = -40.93, 
p<0.00 
Z = -38.44, 
p<0.00 
Z =-34.78, 
p<0.00 
D Mean (SD) number of topics in 
self-produces tweets 
8.42 
(1.8) 
7.66 
(1.83) 
6.59 
(1.9) 
5.59 
(1.99) 
E Mean (SD) number of topics in 
retweets 
8.99 
(1.96) 
8.16 
(2.08) 
6.87 
(2.3) 
5.6 
(2.47) 
F Mean (SD) number of topics in full 
persona 
10.42  
(1.81) 
9.62 
(1.87) 
8.46 
(2.0) 
7.41 
(2.13) 
G Mean (SD) number of topics in 
random retweets 
12.23  
(2.46) 
11.22  
(2.76) 
9.22 
(3.21) 
7.28 
(3.43) 
H Mean (SD) number of topics in 
random full persona 
13.13  
(2.11) 
12.18  
(2.33) 
10.43 
(2.58) 
8.84 
(2.66) 
Table 2. 
For each threshold value, we also computed the number of NE-core users for whom the number of topics 
added by random retweets from followings was larger than that added by the user’s actual retweets. The 
purpose of this analysis was to ensure that the average difference in new topics added per user cannot be 
attributed to a few atypical users. The results are shown in Figure 1. For each threshold Th the blue bar in 
Figure 1 shows the number of NE-core users for whom the number of new topics introduced by random 
retweets is larger than that introduced by the users’ actual retweets, by at least D, with D ranging between 
1 and 3.  Considering the difference in the number of new topics introduced provides further insight into 
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the differences between the behaviors of users’ actual full personas compared with their random full 
personas. Specifically, for each threshold value, in more than 68% of instances the random full persona 
adds at least one more new topic than does the actual full persona, and in more than 40% of cases the 
random full persona adds at least two more new topics than does the full persona. Further, we find that 
for the threshold values of 1, 2 and 5, the random full persona adds at least 3 additional new topics in 
more than 36% of instances. These results further strengthen our conclusion that the majority of users do 
not use their retweets to greatly change or enrich the variety of topics they write about; rather they utilize 
the tool in such a way that enables them to portray a consistent and cohesive full persona. 
 
 
Figure 1. Full Observed Persona versus Random Full Persona 
 
Robustness Analysis for RQ1 
To support the validity of our results, we ran robustness analyses on our data. The results of these 
analyses are similar in both direction and magnitude to the results presented thus far. In what follows we 
present a brief summary of these analyses. 
Controlling for Content Bias: Our first robustness analysis controls for content bias, taking into 
account the possibility that some tweets may be inherently less likely to be retweeted, and that enabling 
these tweets to be included in the random full persona might bias the results. Such tweets might include 
messages with very specific personal content (e.g., “it’s my birthday!”). To control for this bias, we ran a 
second analysis in which the random retweets (i.e., the tweets grouped in RandomReTweetu) were 
selected only from the followings’ retweets (as opposed to the followings’ retweets and self-tweets). The 
underlying assumption is that as a whole the type of content portrayed in re-tweets (tweets that have been 
found to be worthy of retweeting by at least one user ) appeals to a more general public and might be 
different from the content posted in self tweets, which might be more personal. In this analysis, the 
procedures used for data processing, language processing (including a new LDA run on the newly-
constructed documents) and statistical analysis were the same as those described above. The results were 
similar in both direction and magnitude to the results reported for RQ1. The mean number of topics 
added to the user’s self-produced persona by the user’s actual re-tweets is smaller than the number of 
topics added when tweets are drawn randomly from one’s followings re-tweets (1.9-2.02 new topics as 
opposed to 3.85-4.99 new topics, respectively). 
Controlling for Tie Strength: It is possible that when shaping their online personas, users  decide 
what to retweet not on the basis of content but rather on the basis of who posted the content. For 
example, it may be that users simply retweet content coming from close friends (strong ties)12. Such a 
                                                             
12 Note, that as mentioned in the literature review section, Shi et al. (2014) show that users actually tweet more from weak ties. Either way, we should 
control for tie strength in our analysis.  
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tendency might exacerbate the potential homophily bias discussed above—it is reasonable to expect that 
closer friends tweet about more similar content as compared with users who share weak ties. If this is the 
case, similarities between the topics discussed in a user’s self-tweets and retweets may simply be an 
artifact of retweeting content that comes from close friends. 
To rule out the tie strength explanation, we re-ran the analyses conducted for RQ1, while controlling for 
tie strength between each NE-core user and the users he retweets. To this end, we drew the random 
retweets (which are grouped in RandomReTweetu) in a way that maintains the proportions across 
possible types of tie strength found in the actual retweets. For example, if a user retweeted 10 tweets from 
strong ties and 20 tweets from weak ties, when sampling the random retweets we sampled 10 random 
retweets from strong ties and 20 random retweets from weak ties. For a more detailed description of the 
results and the mechanism by which we controlled for tie strength, see Appendix C. Results were once 
again similar in both direction and magnitude to the results reported above. 
RQ2 - Testing for Attention Redistribution 
In the previous section we showed that users’ full observed personas resemble their self-produced 
personas in terms of the topics discussed. In this section, we investigate whether the distribution of tweets 
across different topics differs between the two personas. Indeed, enriching one’s self-produced persona 
may also take the form of changing the distribution of content across the same set of topics, e.g., by 
making the distribution more even, or by emphasizing certain topics at the expense of others. For 
example, one could imagine a situation in which the tweets a user generates by herself focus exclusively 
on 5 topics – a,b,c,d,e – where the two most discussed topics are a and b. When examining the user’s full 
persona (both her self-tweets and retweets), we can consider two possibilities: either the relative 
proportions of the topics remain roughly the same (where a and b remain the most discussed topics), or 
the distribution of content across the topics may change entirely, such that the prominence of topics a and 
b decreases. 
We used two empirical methods to address this question: First, we looked at the overlap between the 
topics most frequently discussed in users’ self-produced personas, as compared with their full personas. 
Second, we compared the full topic-distribution vectors (obtained from the LDA) corresponding to the 
two types of personas. 
A. Overlap of Topics Most Frequently Discussed 
We measured the overlap between the top Y topics discussed in each user’s self-produced persona 
(specifically, in his SelfTweetCount_vector) and the top Y topics discussed in that user's full observed 
persona (specifically, in his FullObservedPersonaCount_vector), where Y is an integer ranging between 3 
and 7. We note that we count the number of overlapping topics in the set, regardless of the inter position 
of the topics. For example, for Y=3, if topics a, b and c are ranked 1, 2 and 3, respectively, in the self-
produced persona, and they are ranked 3, 1 and 2 in the full persona, this will be considered a full overlap. 
The results are presented in Table 3. We observe that for all values of Y, the median and mean of the 
number of overlapping topics are very close to Y, indicating that retweets do not elevate less-discussed 
topics to the top of the list. For example, when we examine the top 3 topics in the self-produced persona, 
we find that on average 2.42 (median 3) of these topics are also among the top 3 topics of the full observed 
persona. That 
Table 3. Mean and Median of Number of Overlapping Topics Discussed Most Frequently in 
Self-produced and Full Observed Persona 
 Number of top 
topics = 3 
Number of top 
topics = 4 
Number of top 
topics = 5 
Number of top 
topics = 6 
Number of top 
topics = 7 
Mean 2.42 3.36 4.29 5.17 6.07 
Median 3 3 4 5 6 
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Table 3 
is, over 50% of the users did not change any of the top 3 discussed topics. Similarly, an examination of the 
top 6 topics in the self-produced persona shows that, on average, 5.17 (median 5) of the topics are also 
among the top 6 topics of the full observed persona. 
B. Comparison of the Full Distribution of Topics 
Our second approach takes into account the distribution of the entire set of topics that each user 
discusses, and not just the topics discussed most frequently. Specifically, we compare users’ different 
personas using the distribution vectors obtained from the LDA. 
As our analysis thus far only used count vectors—that is, vectors that represent the number of tweets in 
each topic—we must first create distribution vectors. To this end, we simply divide the count vectors for 
each user's full persona (or random full persona) by the user’s total number of self-tweets and retweets. 
Specifically, we define the following new distribution vectors: 
• 	
_	 	= 	
 !" #_$#%
	&'()#_$ #%*	+()#_$ #%
 
• ,
-	
_	 	= 	
+! . !" #_$#%
	&'()#_$ #%*	+! .+()#_$ #%
 
Next, we compute the extent to which each user’s self-produced tweets (represented by the 
SelfTweet_vector, which is a distribution vector attained from the LDA) are similar to the tweets of his 
full persona (FullObservedPersona_vector), in terms of the distribution of the topics addressed. Finally, 
we examine this similarity measure against a benchmark similarity measure, namely, the similarity 
between the distribution of the topics discussed in the user’s self-produced tweets and the distribution of 
the topics discussed by his random full persona (RandomFullObservedPersona_vector). 
We compute similarity using the Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JS-Divergence), which is a popular 
measure for similarity between two probability distributions. JS-Divergence has been used previously to 
compare differences between LDA probability distributions (Aletras and Stevenson 2014). It is 
appropriate for comparing the LDA output vectors, as they are by definition probability vectors (that is, 
each vector sums to 1). We use the JS-Divergence with the base 2 logarithm, which results in a number 
between 0 and 1, where 0 reflects identical probabilities, and 1 reflects orthogonal probabilities. 
For each user u we measure JS-Divergence for the two pairs of personas: 
• SelfTweet_vector and FullObservedPersona_vector 
• SelfTweet_vector and RandomFullObservedPersona_vector. 
We find that the average JS-Divergence level between users’ self-tweets and their full persona is 0.058, 
indicating that in absolute terms, users’ self-produced personas are highly similar to their full personas, in 
terms of the overall distribution of topics. We further find that the JS-Divergence between users’ self-
tweets and their random full persona is 0.072, which is significantly higher (Significance was evaluated 
via a Wilcoxon signed-rank test; z = -24.535, p<0.00), indicating lower similarity. These results suggest 
that users retweet in a manner that produces a consistent persona, and, as indicated by the comparison 
with the benchmark (random full persona), this tendency is not an artifact brought on by a lack of 
possibility (represented by the random full persona). 
These results strengthen our general conclusion from our analysis of RQ1 that, when retweeting, users 
tend to maintain personas that are consistent with their self-produced personas. 
RQ3 - Heterogeneity Analysis: Comparing the Retweeting Behavior of Expert and 
Non-Expert Users 
Our discussion and finding thus far have focused on non-expert users. In this section we expend our 
analysis to a somewhat different type of users: expect twitter users (more on how those are defined in 
what follows). Specifically, in this section we focus on user heterogeneity by (a) repeating the analysis 
conducted for RQ1 and RQ2 using a data set collected from expert (E-core) users, and (b) comparing the 
results of the analyses with those corresponding to non-expert (NE-core) users. 
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A. Expert Users' Behavior Analysis 
The results of the RQ1 analysis for E-core users are reported in Table 4, and are similar in their direction 
to the results presented for NE-core users: We find that, on average and for different values of Th, E-core 
users introduced 0.87 to 1.28 new topics through their retweeting activity. Further, we find that drawing 
retweets randomly from users’ followings yields a significantly higher number of new topics (between 2.18 
and 5.26 on average). 
Table 4. Mean Number of New Topics in the Full Observed Persona (that Were not in the 
Self-produced Persona) versus Mean Number of New Topics in the Random Full Persona 
 Column A Column B  
Threshold Mean (SD) of number of 
topics added in full 
observed persona 
Mean (SD) of number 
of topics added in 
random full persona 
Wilcoxon signed-rank 
test 
Th = 1 tweet 1.28 (1.29) 5.26 (2.77) Z= 17.53, P<0.00 
Th = 2 tweets 1.09 (1.26) 4.72 (3.01) Z= 17.19, P<0.00 
Th = 5 tweets 0.89 (1.16) 3.27 (2.84) Z = 15.66, P<0.00 
Th = 10 tweets 0.87 (1.11) 2.18 (2.36) Z = 12.56, P<0.00 
Table 4 
The results of the RQ2 analysis for E-core users are reported in Table 5. We find that the expert users, like 
the non-experts, do not use their retweets to change the relative distribution of topics in their self-
produced personas. In fact, looking at the medians in the analysis of topics most frequently discussed, we 
see that at least half of the E-core users maintain the same top topics in their full personas and in their 
self-produced persona. Analysis of the full distribution of topics also yields results in the same direction as 
the results obtained for the non-experts: We find that the average JS-Divergence value between the topic 
distributions of E-core users’ self-tweets and of their full personas is 0.01, whereas the average JS-
Divergence value between the topic distributions of their self-tweets and of their random full persona is 
0.032 (Significance was evaluated via a Wilcoxon signed-rank test; Z= -17.362, p<0.00). Further, we find 
that for 96% of E-core users, the distribution of the self-tweets is more similar to the distribution of the 
full persona than to the distribution of the random full persona. 
Table 5. Mean and Median of Number of Overlapping Topics Discussed Most Frequently 
in Expert Users’ Self-produced and Full Observed Personas 
 Number of top 
topics = 3 
Number of top 
topics = 4 
Number of top 
topics = 5 
Number of top 
topics = 6 
Number of top 
topics = 7 
Mean 2.87 3.76 4.68 5.57 6.42 
Median 3 4 5 6 7 
Table 5 
We can therefore conclude that, on average, expert users, like non-expert users, maintain full personas 
that are very similar to and consistent with their self-produced personas. 
B. Comparing Expert and Non-Expert Users 
When comparing the results of the RQ1 analysis for the two types of users, it seems that while both 
experts and non-experts add few topics to their self-produced personas, expert users are more extreme in 
this respect. Specifically, whereas non-expert users add between 1.81 and 2 new topics, expert users add 
only 0.87 to 1.28 new topics. 
However, this comparison, which is based on the groups’ tweet-count vectors, is subject to certain 
shortcomings. Recall that the construction of the count vectors of each user relies on the number of self-
tweets and retweets the user posted. That is, if one has more tweets there can be more topics, and 
similarly if one has more retweets there is more potential for adding topics. Accordingly, we can only 
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compare the results of the two groups if we believe the numbers of self-tweets and retweets posted by 
experts are similar to the corresponding numbers of tweets posted by non-experts. This, however, does 
not seem to be the case. The average numbers of self-tweets and retweets of non-experts are 437.13 and 
419.52, respectively, whereas the average numbers of self-tweets and retweets of experts are 585.12 and 
304.43, respectively13. Unfortunately, we have no way of controlling for this bias in our analyses. Hence, 
the comparison reported above should be interpreted with caution. 
On the other hand, comparison of the results of the analyses corresponding to RQ2 does not suffer from 
such bias, as the vectors being compared reflect distributions of topics rather than absolute numbers of 
tweets. 
When comparing the users’ self-produced personas with their full personas in terms of overlap between 
the topics most frequently discussed, we see that while neither group’s retweets do much to change the 
topic distribution, expert users are more extreme in the extent to which they focus on a consistent set of 
topics. For example, if we look at the top 3 discussed topics, we see that on average, for experts, 2.87 
topics overlap between the self-produced persona and the full persona, as compared with 2.4 topics for 
non-experts. 
Regarding the analysis of the full distribution of topics, we can see that, on average, the similarity between 
expert users’ self-produced personas and their full personas (average JS-Divergence is 0.01) is greater 
than the corresponding similarity for non-expert users (average JS-Divergence is 0.058). Next, for both 
experts and non-experts, we compute the ratio between (i) the JS-Divergence of the self-produced 
persona and full persona; and (ii) the JS-Divergence of the self-produced persona and the random full 
persona. We find that this ratio is 1.24 for the non-experts and 3.2 for the experts. This means that, on 
average, compared with non-experts, experts show greater similarity between their self-produced 
personas and their full personas, both in absolute terms and also when controlling for the users possibility 
to change their persona. 
To sum up, we find that both expert and non-expert users tend to present consistent personas on Twitter, 
meaning that their retweets add few topics to their self-produced personas, and do little to alter the 
distribution of topics addressed in users’ self-tweets. However, our comparisons, coupled with our 
observation that expert users use the retweet option less frequently compared with non-expert users, lead 
us to conclude that this tendency is stronger among expert users, indicating that they rely more on their 
own words in their personal branding. 
Conclusion 
Retweeting is one of many examples of new technology-enabled social interactions in which users can 
reiterate the content of other users and make it their own. This paper focuses on how individuals utilize 
the retweeting tool when constructing their online persona on the social network Twitter. 
Our first research question asked whether non-expert individuals use this reiteration tool to enrich the 
spectrum of topics they converse about in terms of breadth—adding more topics to their self-produced 
persona—or in terms of depth—adding more content to topics that they discuss in their own tweets. Our 
second research question examined how retweeting affects the distribution of topics addressed by non-
expert individuals i.e., we asked whether these individuals use the retweets tool to alter the relative 
amount of tweets across topics. Finally, our third research question compared the impression 
management behavior of expert and non-expert Twitter users. 
We analyzed data from 2,435 non-expert Twitter users and their followings, as well as from 415 expert 
users and their followings. Results of the analysis for RQ1 show that in the course of constructing their full 
personas, users tend to use the retweet option to enrich their self-produced personas in terms of depth, 
retweeting more about topics that they themselves already discuss. Our analysis for RQ2 indicates that 
users rarely use the retweet option to alter the distribution of tweets across the topics they discuss in their 
self-produced personas. This was found to be true both when focusing on the topics most frequently 
discussed, and when observing the full distribution of topics. From these findings we conclude that when 
presenting themselves online, users tend to use the retweeting tool to present full personas that are 
                                                             
13 Recall, these are the numbers of tweets left after the data and language processing. 
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largely consistent with their self-produced personas. Finally, our analysis for RQ3 suggests that the 
behavior of expert users is similar to that of non-expert users, but that the former show a stronger 
tendency than the latter to maintain full personas that are consistent with their self-produced personas, 
relying more on their own words when managing their personal brands online. 
Implications 
Our work carries important theoretical and managerial implications. From a theoretical perspective, our 
results show that, in spite of recent work suggesting that users may seek to create colorful online 
personas, using varied and diverse content, in practice users choose to utilize their retweets to deepen, 
rather than broaden, their self-produced personas. This behavior supports the personal branding theories 
that suggest that when branding themselves, individuals strive to be consistent and convey an air of 
authenticity. More broadly, we contribute to the growing literature that aims to improve our 
understanding of how social interactions and behaviors are affected by the introduction of new digital 
technological tools in online sociotechnical ecosystems. 
From a managerial perspective, we find that users tend to retweet content on topics they are familiar with 
(in terms of being able to produce content about those topics). This observation provides new insights 
into the processes of information sharing on social media networks and can inform the design of messages 
to facilitate the propagation of information and content14. 
Further, our analysis shows that, compared with non-experts, expert users have a stronger tendency to 
rely on their own words and present a consistent and unified persona on Twitter. Given that expert users 
can be considered as being more successful on the Twittersphere, these findings might indicate that 
maintaining a consistent persona may perhaps lead to a more successful Twitter experience. However, 
this is no more than a first indication for our data does not allow us to untangle the causality mechanism 
between presenting a consistent persona and being a successful Twitter user. 
Limitations and Path Forward 
We acknowledge that our work has certain limitations. First, our analysis in this paper was done using a 
snapshot of users’ Twitter activity. This data set did not enable us to control for the effect of time on the 
evolution and construction of an online persona. Likewise, it prevents us from studying the interplay 
between each user’s self-tweets and retweets over time. Further, a snapshot analysis restricts us from 
being able to untangle the causality mechanism between the way in which users present themselves on 
Twitter and their level of success on the network. Access to a more complete panel data of the users 
behavior could shed light and might allow for identification of the causality mechanism. We therefore 
believe that future work should focus on obtaining and analyzing a comprehensive panel data set that 
includes all, or most, activity of Twitter users, starting the moment they create their accounts. 
Additionally, currently our study concentrates on examining a user's self-tweets and retweets in relation 
to the basket of tweets she receives. However, "impression management" or "personal branding" can also 
be explored with respect to her followers (rather than the users whom she follows). Simply stated, if my 
retweets were aimed at my followers, it is very likely that I take them (their interests) into account in 
deciding what to retweet. Future work should therefore focus on understanding the self-persona of the 
core user's followers and see how the user's retweeting behavior is related to the topic mix (breadth and 
depth) of her followers. Specifically, it should focus on whether users' retweeting behaviors vary with the 
interests of their audience and how the core user’s choice of topics affects their likelihood to be retweeted 
by their followers. Finally, our study focuses on one social network. While it would be interesting to 
compare how users construct their online personas in similar social networks such as Facebook, we find it 
more compelling to study persona construction in more professional networks. 
                                                             
14 For example, Sun et al. (2014) provide compelling evidence as to the importance of message design. 
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Appendix 
Appendix A: Results for RQ1 and RQ2 with a 50-Topic LDA Run 
For robustness purposes we reconstruct the analysis of RQ1 and RQ2 for our NE-core users and for our E-
core users15 using a 50-topic LDA run (instead of the 20-topic LDA run used in the main analysis). Results 
are in the same direction as those obtained in the main analysis, strengthening our conclusion that users 
tend to maintain and present a rather consistent persona. 
Results for NE-core Users 
The results of the RQ1 analysis for NE-core with a 50-topic LDA run are reported in Table 6, and are 
similar in their direction to the results presented for NE-core users with a 20-topic LDA run: We find that, 
on average and for different values of Th, NE-core users introduced 3.61 to 4.23 new topics through their 
retweeting activity. Further, we find that drawing retweets randomly from users’ followings yields a 
significantly higher number of new topics (between 5.5 and 9.04 on average). 
Table 6. Mean Number of New Topics in the Full Observed Persona (that Were not in the 
Self-produced Persona) versus Mean Number of New Topics in the Random Full Persona 
 Column A Column B  
Threshold Mean (SD) of number of 
topics added in full 
observed persona 
Mean (SD) of number 
of topics added in 
random full persona 
Wilcoxon signed-rank 
test 
Th = 1 tweet 4.23 (2.25) 9.04 (3.59) Z=-42.135, P<0.00 
Th = 2 tweets 4.08 (2.35) 8.48 (3.79) Z=41.549, P<0.00 
Th = 5 tweets 3.82 (2.46) 6.91 (3.95)  Z =38.514, P<0.00 
Th = 10 tweets 3.61 (2.53) 5.5 (3.76) Z =31.593, P<0.00 
Table 6 
The results of the RQ2 analysis for NE-core users with a 50-topic LDA run are reported in Table 7. We 
find that the NE-core do not use their retweets to change the relative distribution of topics in their self-
produced personas. Analysis of the full distribution of topics also yields results in the same direction as 
the results obtained in the main analysis: We find that the average JS-Divergence value between the topic 
distributions of NE-core users’ self-tweets and of their full personas is 0.068, whereas the average JS-
Divergence value between the topic distributions of their self-tweets and of their random full persona is 
0.082 (Significance was evaluated via a Wilcoxon signed-rank test; Z= 24.716, p<0.00). 
 
Table 7. Mean and Median of Number of Overlapping Topics Discussed Most Frequently 
in Expert Users’ Self-produced and Full Observed Personas 
 Number of top 
topics = 3 
Number of top 
topics = 4 
Number of top 
topics = 5 
Number of top 
topics = 6 
Number of top 
topics = 7 
Mean 2.2 3.05 3.94 4.48 5.75 
Median 2 3 4 5 6 
Table 7 
Results for E-core Users 
The results of the RQ1 analysis for E-core with a 50-topic LDA run are reported in Table 8, and are similar 
in their direction to the results presented for E-core users with a 20-topic LDA run. 
                                                             
15 Repeating RQ1 and RQ2 with a 50-topic LDA run for the E-core users is in fact repeating RQ3.a using a 50-Topic LDA run. 
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Table 8. Mean Number of New Topics in the Full Observed Persona (that Were not in the 
Self-produced Persona) versus Mean Number of New Topics in the Random Full Persona 
 Column A Column B  
Threshold Mean (SD) of number of 
topics added in full 
observed persona 
Mean (SD) of number 
of topics added in 
random full persona 
Wilcoxon signed-rank 
test 
Th = 1 tweet 2.69(2.33) 8.92(5.29) Z=17.457, P<0.00 
Th = 2 tweets 2.28(2.21) 7.4(5.37) Z=17.239, P<0.00 
Th = 5 tweets 1.87(1.89) 4.93(4.68) Z =14.861, P<0.00 
Th = 10 tweets 1.81(1.72) 3.54(3.6) Z =12.373, P<0.00 
Table 8 
The results of the RQ2 analysis for E-core users with a 50-topic LDA run are reported in Table 9. We find 
that the E-core do not use their retweets to change the relative distribution of topics in their self-produced 
personas. Analysis of the full distribution of topics also yields results in the same direction as the results 
obtained in the main analysis: We find that the average JS-Divergence value between the topic 
distributions of E-core users’ self-tweets and of their full personas is 0.014, whereas the average JS-
Divergence value between the topic distributions of their self-tweets and of their random full persona is 
0.039 (Significance was evaluated via a Wilcoxon signed-rank test; Z= 17.151, p<0.00). 
 
Table 9. Mean and Median of Number of Overlapping Topics Discussed Most Frequently 
in Expert Users’ Self-produced and Full Observed Personas 
 Number of top 
topics = 3 
Number of top 
topics = 4 
Number of top 
topics = 5 
Number of top 
topics = 6 
Number of top 
topics = 7 
Mean 2.71 3.68 4.66 5.63 6.57 
Median 3 4 5 6 7 
Table 9 
Appendix B: Network Homophily 
In what follows we establish the presence of network homophily, by showing that our NE-core users are 
more similar to the users they choose to follow than they are to a random sample of users. Similarity in 
this context is defined as resemblance in the topics users write about in their self-tweets (i.e., similarity 
between the users’ SelfTweet_vector values). For this purpose, for each NE-core user u, we compare 
between (a) the user’s	similarity to 40 randomly-selected users from the user’s followings, and (b) the 
user’s similarity to a group of 40 users whom she does not follow (non-followings).  As we are comparing 
distributions, we compute similarity using the Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JS-Divergence), as we do in 
the analysis for RQ2. We employ JS-Divergence using the base 2 logarithm such that the resultant value 
varies between 0 and 1, where 0 reflects identical probabilities, and 1 reflects orthogonal probabilities. We 
find that over 92% of the core users are more similar to a random sample of their followings than to a 
random sample of non-followings (Significance was evaluated via a Wilcoxon signed-rank test; Z = 
40.643, p<0.00). Furthermore, the average JS-Divergence between users and their followings is 0.38, 
whereas the average JS-Divergence between users and non-followings is 0.52. 
To conclude, it is clear that most users are exposed to tweets by users who are more similar to themselves 
compared with the general population of users. 
Appendix C: RQ1: Robustness 2 – Controlling for Tie Strength 
We control for tie strength bias in RQ1 by repeating the analysis using a reconstructed random full 
persona that controls for tie strength. When creating each NE-core user u’s RandomReTweetu document 
(from which the RandomFullPersonaCount_vectoru vector is ultimately constructed), instead of 
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randomly sampling tweets from the self-tweets and retweets of the user’s followings, we employ a 
stratified sampling technique: 
A. We first define four types of possible retweeting based on the tie strength between the NE-core user 
and the user who wrote the re-tweeted tweet: (1)Strong tie – the NE-core user follows the user who 
wrote the retweeted tweet, and that user follows the NE-core user. (2)Weak tie – the NE-core user 
follows the user who wrote the retweeted tweet, but that user does not follow the NE-core user. 
(3)Reverse weak tie– the NE-core use does not follow the user who wrote the retweeted tweet, but 
that user follows the NE-core user. (4)Complete weak tie – the NE core user does not follow the user 
who wrote the retweeted tweet, and that user does not follow the NE-core user. Note that options (3) 
and (4) are indeed possible options. A user does not have to directly follow another user to have the 
latter user’s tweet appear in his home timeline. 
B. For each NE-core user we compute the percentage of retweets he posts from each of the four groups. 
C. For each NE-core user, we randomly select potential retweets from the user’s followings in a manner 
that maintains the same proportions across the tie strength groups computed in B. For example, if the 
NE-core user retweeted 10 tweets from strong ties, 20 tweets from weak ties and so forth, when 
sampling potential retweets from the user’s followings, we will randomly sample 10 tweets from the 
group of tweets coming from strong ties and 20 tweets from the group of tweets coming from weak 
ties. 
After reconstructing the RandomReTweetu for each NE-core user, we use the same data processing, 
language processing and analysis procedures that we used in the main analysis of RQ1 (this includes a 
new LDA run on the newly constructed documents). The results are similar in both direction and 
magnitude to the results obtained in the main analysis. Across all threshold levels and after controlling for 
tie strength, the mean number of topics added to the user’s self-produced persona by the user’s actual re-
tweets is smaller than the number of topics added when tweets are drawn randomly from one’s followings 
(1.7-2 new topics as opposed to 3-4.8 new topics, respectively). We note that if the similarity between 
users’ retweets and self-tweets had been attributable primarily to tie strength, we would have expected to 
see a large decline in the number of topics a user could potentially add if he were retweeting randomly; 
however, the range remains very similar to that presented in the results of RQ1. 
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